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Plan Purpose and Process
Azalea Park is a neighborhood park located along Moore’s Creek at the southwest corner
of the City. This plan will help determine what nearby residents and park visitors would
like to see and use in Azalea Park now and into the future.
The Parks and Recreation Department will take input from the public and City
departments and agencies to create a plan for the park. Public meetings held at or near the
park will allow citizens, especially those living nearest this neighborhood park, to provide
ideas about how they envision the park. Information from these public meetings will be
used to draft a master plan for the park to guide and prioritize improvements and park
management.
The Parks and Recreation Department will also determine a time frame and budget for
making desired improvements, once the plan is developed and approved.

Description
Azalea Park is located in the southern part of the City where Old Lynchburg Road and
Moore’s Creek meet. It is approximately 23 acres, with the lower portion being open
floodplain with developed uses, and the upper portion being wooded areas with pathways
leading to the neighborhood streets. Its generally open and natural feel makes it a very
special resource to the neighborhood, and its recreational areas support visitors from
other areas as well.
The park supports a number of uses including:
• Diamond field programmed for fast pitch girls softball and kickball
• Dog Park (~1/3 acre)
• Community Gardens (28 plots)
• Basketball courts (2)
• Playgrounds (1)
• Volleyball court (grass)
• Picnic Area with Grill – how many tables (3?)
• Nature Trails
• Creek
• Bluebird nesting boxes
• Concession stand
• Portable restrooms
• Park and Ride lot (6 spaces)
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History
The area around the park has historically been the home to James Francis Fry, who
surveyed with Peter Jefferson and was to be a major general in the Revolutionary War
before his untimely death; Captain Harris, who had a steeplechase course nearby; and
was the location of an estate known as “Azalea Hall”, which included apple orchards,
vegetable gardens, and tobacco fields.
Old Lynchburg Road was the original road into Charlottesville from points south. The
nearby “Jefferson Park”, by the site of the present day Fry’s Spring Beach Club, was a
major tourist attraction. Visitors from around the state and beyond would come to enjoy
its waters for health and wellness, and to relax.
Most land adjacent to the park was turned from farmland and forest into housing from the
1950’s through the early 1970’s. Land that was not developable was donated at nearly no
cost to the City and would become Azalea Park.
The eastern 8.05 acres was purchased on March 10, 1965 from P.E. Taylor et. al. for
$10.00, and was originally planned to be developed into 4 housing lots.
The western 14.97 acres was purchased June 7, 1965 from Bellemead Development
Corporation of Delaware for $10.00.
The area that includes Azalea Park was annexed into the City in 1963.

1937

2006

Cultural Resources
The existing concession stand in the park was built by the Lions Club and is the only
structure in the park. Since the area is floodplain, the only known uses have been
agricultural, and there is little evidence that any major cultural resources are in the area.
There are no known in-depth studies or archaeological surveys of the area.
Natural Resources
Moore’s Creek forms the southern boundary of the park and is also the City limit. A
small tributary flows into Moore’s Creek near the eastern edge of the park. In order to
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reduce erosion, property loss, and sediment deposition into downstream reaches of
Moore’s Creek, the section passing by Azalea Park was restored in 2000. The restoration
project involved the installation of rock weirs to control stream flow, the establishment of
vegetation to stabilize the banks, and the creation of three riparian wetland areas adjacent
to the creek. Flooding is not uncommon, and standing water forms in large rain events.
The park appears to have been open land in floodplain with forest above since at least the
early 1900’s. There is roughly 50% forest cover, nearly all in the upland area of the
northern park and the spurs that lead into the neighborhood. The area along the creek has
been planted as a vegetative stream buffer and is growing into more forest cover.
Beavers occasionally pull down trees along the creeks, creating a natural balance between
new growth and tree loss.
Wildlife in the park includes deer, raccoons, gophers, herons, bluebirds, hawks, and even
water mammals such as beavers. Bluebird boxes in the park are installed and managed
by nearby residents as part of the Hammond Bluebird Trail, which operates hundreds of
these nesting sites throughout the region.
Public input
Public meetings took place on October 27 and December 17, 2009, as well as a design
charette on January 27th ,2010. The plan is to be reviewed by the Parks and Recreation
Advisory Board and the Planning Commission before approval by City Council. All
meetings were announced with mailings to residents surrounding the park, information
distributed by the neighborhood association, flyers at the park and at area stores, and
posted to the City website and calendar.
Prior to the first public meeting, the Fry’s Spring Neighborhood Association conducted
an e-mail survey to begin getting a sense of how the neighborhood uses and enjoys the
park, methods of travel to the park, and where they might make improvements. The park
was also discussed at a few association meetings, and the results given to Parks’ staff, as
shown in Appendix 1.
At the October 27 meeting, staff presented a historical and natural history and status of
the park and collected attendees’ thoughts about existing and possible new facilities and
uses of the park. Appendix 2 shows the results of the meeting
At the second meeting, an initial vote was taken to roughly sort uses desired in the park
by most and least popular. This survey (See Appendix 3) showed that natural/open space,
the dog park, and the gardens have the highest value, and playgrounds, the softball field,
and trails are also highly valued. The results of this vote help guide the plan development
by ensuring a proper balance is met among the desired park uses within the limited space
available for all uses.
At the January 27 meeting, a design charette was held to determine best park layout to
accommodate all needs. Four tables of roughly six people each worked on maps using
scale cut-outs of various facilities to see how various arrangements of the park could
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work. The majority of the tables kept the softball field in place, kept the gardens in the
back, moved the dog park to the back, moved the basketball courts to the front, and
included a pavilion in the front. Half of the tables removed parking from the rear area of
the park, and the locations for the playgrounds and the new bike park were also a split.
Picnic areas are scattered throughout the park, and bio-swales are noted in areas where
stormwater management and drainage are concerns. The results of the charette are shown
in Appendices 4-7.
Feb 17
March
April
May

Public Hearing
Parks and Recreation Advisory Board approval
Planning Commission
City Council
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Park Plan
The Fry’s Spring Neighborhood Association began discussing the park plans prior to the
City official effort. These discussions helped identify three guiding principles for the
Park which are:
SCALE:
MAINTENANCE:
SAFETY:

Retain the neighborhood feeling of the park
Ensure the park gets regular maintenance and that park
facilities remain in good repair
Improve the park to provide a safe and inviting visit.

The 2007 Neighborhood Plan for Fry’s Spring includes desire to improve the park as a
neighborhood center, enhance pedestrian and trail access to the park, protect green space,
and acquire more land for park use.

2007 Neighborhood Plan Map
Access
Getting to the park from neighboring streets is often easier said than done. Old
Lynchburg Road has high volume traffic and blind curves near the park. Proposed
improvements to Old Lynchburg Road may include turn lanes, sidewalk, and a bike lane,
helping to provide better access to the park for all users.
Walking to the park is possible on a number of nature trails that connect from adjacent
streets. These trails are simple paths and have drainage and other issues that keep them
from providing service in wet weather or for people with limited mobility. Improvements
to these trails should include better surfacing and drainage so they can be useful to more
people more of the time.
6
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The park entry and service drive wanders through the park, sometimes dividing adjacent
uses. The alignment should be reviewed to determine of the road can be shifted to create
better and safer spaces for park users.
Parking lots at the park are slightly inadequate, although sometimes people park in the
grass on the busiest days of the diamond field’s use. Overflow parking areas need
stabilization to avoid becoming muddy over time, but should not be paved unless
absolutely necessary.
The Park and Ride lot includes 6 parking spaces. Quarterly usage reports indicate that
typically 1 or 2 cars regularly use the lot for commuting purposes. It is the only Park and
Ride lot in the City.
Automobile

Provide functioning gate that locks at night to prevent vehicle access
Pull parking area our from behind hill to eliminate hiding spot
Install signage for Park and Ride lot to identify area.
Post vehicular speed limit to niotify drivers of safe speed
Correct drainage across road near gate
Add a left turn lane on Old Lynchburg Road

Pedestrian

Sidewalks on Old Lynchburg Road towards JPA
Trails from Azalea, Mobile, and Monte Vista
Entrance walkway from park separate from vehicular drive
Connection to the trails/sidewalks on Old Lynchburg Road

Bicycle

Bike lanes on Old Lynchburg Road
Trails from Azalea, Mobile, and Monte Vista
Install a bike rack to provide secure parking – locate near P&R lot

Transit

If a transit route is extended along Old Lynchburg Road, a stop should be
provided at Azalea Park

Safety and Security
Equally important as getting people to the park is keeping people from causing harm to
the park. Gates at the park entrance are to be locked every night at 9pm and opened in the
mornings. Signs and/or bollards on the trail spurs will prevent motor vehicle access at all
times from these locations. Regular unscheduled foot or bicycle police patrols of the park
after hours can help discourage loitering and inappropriate behavior after hours. Crime
Prevention Through Environmental Design (CPTED) concepts should be applied to all
aspects of the parks design and operation.
A major focus of the park layout is to maximize security by minimizing the ability to
park a car in the “rear” of the park, where the hill slope provides a screen from Old
Lynchburg Road and the front half of the park. There is also an effort to put activities
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with more frequent and year-long use, such as the dog park, into the rear so that there are
people there more often, which will help discourage unwanted behaviors.
Preserving Green Space
Residents enjoy Azalea Park as open space, where visitors can choose any activity for
enjoyment. Wildlife watching and simply walking through nature are major activities and
should be protected and enhanced. Any improvements or alterations to the park should
made with careful consideration of impact to natural systems and tree cover, as well as
keeping some areas completely natural to offset the more formal developed areas of the
park.
Recreation/Athletics
• Diamond field – The existing softball field can be improved by rotating its
orientation so it is facing away from the sun (with home plate on the south side),
and finding a means of controlling vehicular access to field while allowing for its
use by the community. Other improvements may include providing a pavilion,
picnic areas, and restrooms nearby, and managing the nearby swale for better
drainage including provision of a better foot crossing if the area is to remain wet.
• Basketball Courts – The basketball courts may be relocated to the front are of the
park. No matter where they are located, they will nee new surfacing and nets
• Bicycle pump track – Mounds of dirt sculpted and landscaped appropriately,
provide this exciting recreational outlet for teenagers and young adults. Bicycle
riders can continuously do laps around such a facility without pedaling due to the
size and arrangements of hills and berms, similar to a roller-coaster. The local
bicycle clubs have volunteered to design, construct, and help maintain this
facility, which may be located either near Old Lynchburg Road, or the community
gardens. Access to water is important for building and keeping the facility
functioning as the dirt needs to be packed and shaped occasionally. This requires
about 1/3 to 1/2 of an acre of space.
• Volleyball – The posts for a volleyball court remain, although there are no nets
for using the grassy area that currently serves as a court. It has not been
determined whether volleyball is a desired continued use or not, and if so, where
to locate and/or how to improve the court.
Concession building/restroom
The existing concession stand is somewhat outdated and has been flooded over time. The
community would like to see a restroom facility in the park and there is an opportunity to
provide restrooms in the same building as the concession stand, and possibly include a
picnic shelter overhang as well. Given the flooding history of the park, such a building
may need to be elevated and built to allow for flooding with minimal damage.
The location of the building should be near to the active uses of the park, but should not
create an increased security issue. Whether the building is to remain across the entry
drive from the recreation areas or move to the same side depends somewhat on designs to
keep vehicle speeds at a safe and acceptable level
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An open air picnic pavilion was a suggestion for the park in addition to the picnic tables
and grills. This gazebo type structure would provide a roof, but remain see-through for
security. Provision of water and sewer is not necessarily required, but if cost effective,
should be pursued.
Trails
Connections from the neighborhood to the park via Mobile Lane, Monte Vista Avenue,
and Azalea Drive are in need of major drainage corrections to reduce future washout, and
may also be improved with stone dust surfacing after the water issues are resolved.
These trails should be ADA and bicycle accessible, but do not need to be overly wide.
Formalize the upper trails and create new paths along the road to provide connections
between the front and back of the park and to connect the various uses. These paths
should be separate from the vehicular drive and be useful in all seasons and weather
Increase management of the RTF nature trail along the creek to keep it open for use more
often while respecting its natural setting. The trail may need to be relocated in areas with
drainage and flooding issues to accommodate increased maintenance.
Spur trails should be built to provide access to the creek at a few key locations
Park Furniture
Picnic table and benches are desired to provide space for eating lunch or to sit and enjoy
the urban oasis. The old tables and grills need to be replaced. The picnic area could be
moved out of the boggy area into a higher area that remains more useful after wet
weather, but should remain mostly in the shade of large trees if possible.
More seating and overlook areas along the creek are desired for people to have nature and
wildlife viewing areas, and to simply relax away from the hustle of other activities.
Playgrounds
The playground should be improved, and possibly split into age-appropriate sections.
Relocating the playground to a more visible area of the park without putting it near Old
Lynchburg Road may increase the sense of security for users. Its current location in a
back corner of the park makes some people feel uncomfortable.
Dog Park
The dog park is a heavily used facility and is in need of improvements due to its
popularity. The park may be relocated to the back area of the park since it is almost
always in use, and it is requested that it be lit until 9pm, especially in the summer time.
Should the parking in the rear be relocated, a good pathway connecting to the dog park
will be needed. Provision of drinking water and/or playing water is desired, and might be
accommodated with the drainage improvements, or provided in some other way. The
park should have a stronger but easier to use entry gate with a concrete entrance pad. The
run area should be separated into paddocks, either one for small dogs and one for large,
or one open at at ime to provide better turf management. Shade can be provided by either
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trees (which will need to be planted outside the fence for protection) and/or with a small
pavilion or awning type structure. The site should have better drainage so it stays dryer,
but not drain towards the gardens or directly into a waterway without some filtering.
Community Gardens
There are currently 28 plots measuring 30’x30’. While all the plots are rented each year,
it would appear that not all are planted and tended, while others are meticulously
gardened all season. A method of encouraging those who rent the plots to use and
maintain them regularly may help with the overall appearance and condition of all the
garden plots and also ensure that an appropriate amount of space is dedicated to this use.
Dividing some plots into smaller plots may allow more people to use them and at a more
manageable scale for those with less time to spend at their site.
A water supply for the gardens would make garden maintenance much easier. Water
could be pumped up from the creek or fed from a well, it does not need to be potable. A
system to ensure the water cannot be left running will help manage volume and reduce
chances of waste, vandalism or unnecessary flooding. A picnic pavilion or other nearby
structure may provide opportunity for roof water collection in rain barrels to serve the
garden plots as well. Creative management of uphill drainage may also provide a source
of water for garden plots.
Since vehicular access to the gardens is only necessary in the growing season, it is
recommended that a locking gate be installed at the garden entry to prevent vehicles from
entering the garden area in the off-season to help with overall park security.
Landscaping
Since Azalea is a relatively natural space, formal landscaping is not as prevalent. Further
planting of trees and landscaping areas for natural drainage have been requested, as well
as attention to plants that attract wildlife and are native when possible. Shade trees are
desired near the playgrounds, dog park, and across the park in general. One additional
blue bird box is desired within the park.
Improvements necessary for the natural drainage of water through the park to Moores
Creek offer an opportunity to provide water quality treatment through the creation of
wetland areas and rain gardens. These features could supplement the existing landscaping
and help improve the quality of the stormwater entering Moores Creek.
More trees along the southern edge of the park will be helpful in blocking the interstate.
Access to the creek should be improved in a manner that does not disrupt the restoration
work and buffers along the banks. A few more spots to get into the creek can be created
with simple nature trail construction and creative vegetation management.
Park expansion
Adjacent undeveloped properties offer an opportunity to increase the size of Azalea Park.
The City is working on acquisition of land for park purposes City wide, and will continue
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to pursue available lands around Azalea Park. Should any additional parkland be
acquired, a public process for planning its use would precede any changes to the land
itself.
Relationship to Needs Assessment
This plan implements goals identified in the Parks and Recreation Needs Assessment
(2006) by expanding playground sites, trails, natural areas, and picnic areas, as well as
generally bringing the park up to neighborhood park standards with signage and other
amenities, and improving overall accessibility.
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APPENDIX 1
FSNA Meeting about Azalea Park - September 3, 2009

PRIMARY GOALS:
1.

PARK SHOULD MAINTAIN NEIGHBORHOOD FEEL
• Conserve multi-use open space
• Maintain current scale
• Avoid a “destination location” facility such as a pool
• Avoid greater than 100% increase in current use/facilities

2.

PARK SHOULD BE PROPERLY MAINTAINED
• Improve current condition of park features
a. Playground equipment and mulch
b. Drainage
c. Refuse collection
d. Community garden
e. Non-vehicular access
f. Landscape maintenance
• Lock gate at park closing
• Proper maintenance and design of dog park
a. Provide shade opportunities
b. Water availability
c. Fix and maintain gates
d. Fix drainage/flooding
e. Quality of facility

3.

INCREASE SENSE OF SAFETY THROUGHOUT PARK
• Increase traffic to rear of park
• Consider relocating or including facilities that are frequently used to the rear of
the park (near Azalea Drive)

ADDITIONAL NOTES:
INCREASE SHADE WITHIN PARK
INCREASE PARK SIZE BY INCORPORATING LAND ON OPPOSITE SIDE OF MOORE’S CREEK INTO
EXISTING PARK
3. CONSIDER THE INCLUSION OF PERMANENT BATHROOM FACILITIES
• Composting toilet
• Traditional facility with plumbing
• Maintain temporary portable bathroom as a minimum (current facility)
4. INCLUDE A PICNIC SHELTER
5. INCLUDE A “PUMP TRACK” FACILITY
6. POSSIBLY INCLUDE LIMITED LIGHTING
• Maintain neighborhood scale and feel
• Shut-off at park closing
• Consider alternates to typical post lights such as timed lights, bollard lights
7. CONSIDER AN AUTOMATIC GATE LOCK
8. IMPROVE COMMUNITY ACCESS TO BASEBALL FIELDS
9. INCLUDE IRRIGATION FOR COMMUNITY GARDENS
• Consider non-potable opportunities such as water collection devices and hand-pumped conveyors of creek
water
10. INCLUDE INFILTRATION OF STORMWATER TO RESOLVE DRAINAGE ISSUES
11. UPGRADE PLAYGROUND EQUIPMENT TO ENCOURAGE USE BY A WIDER AGE GROUP OF CHILDREN.
1.
2.
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APPENDIX 2
Azalea Park Use Summary
Meeting #1 October 27, 2009
Existing Uses
• Ball field
• Gardens
• Basketball court
• Playground
• Volleyball
• Picnic Area / Grill
• Dog Park
• Trails
• Creek
• Parking/Driveway
• Concessions
• Restrooms
Proposed additional uses
• Open play areas for athletic use, both ad hoc and organized sports, such as field
near OLR
• Mountain bike pump trails integrated with natural landscape – perhaps 1/3 acre in
size and scope – close to water source for construction
• Look at additional athletic field(s) in the park – both diamond and rectangular
fields & consider overlay field(s) if possible
• Picnic Shelter (reservation or first-come, first-served?)
• Water supply in the park for gardens and dog park
• Creek seating/access areas
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APPENDIX 3
Azalea vote sheet tally
Public Meeting #2, December, 17 2009
Those attending the meeting were asked to place five stickers on the list of all possible
uses, only one sticker per use, to help sort out what uses are the most popular/desired by
park users. Because many items were similar, the results were also grouped after the vote
as another means of analysis.
Use
Votes
Diamond field
10
Garden Plots
9
Basketball Courts
1
Playground
13
Picnic Area/Grill
2
Dog Park
9
Trails
13
Restrooms
4
Volleyball court
1
Parking
0
Bluebird boxes
2
Open Play area
2
Additional athletic field
0
Mountain bike pump track
5
Picnic Shelter
5
Water supply
For gardens
6
For dog park
6
Wetlands
8
Natural Areas
14
Wildlife Habitat
7
Split dog park into large and small w/shade 4
Lighting for Dog Park
10
Park and Ride lot
(not included in votes – brought up after vote took place)
Grouped results
Natural Areas/Wetland/Habitat
Dog Park
Garden Plots
Playground
Trails
Diamond field

14
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15
13
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APPENDIX 4
Azalea Park Charette – Group A Layout
Public Meeting #3, January 27 2009

Charette Results – Group A
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APPENDIX 5
Azalea Park Charette – Group B Layout
Public Meeting #3, January 27 2009

Charette Results – Group B
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APPENDIX 6
Azalea Park Charette – Group C Layout
Public Meeting #3, January 27 2009

Charette Results – Group C
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APPENDIX 7
Azalea Park Charette – Group D Layout
Public Meeting #3, January ?? 2009

Charette Results – Group D
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